**DIMENSIONS**

- **A** = PRODUCTION WIDTH: 8.00
- **B** = PRODUCTION HEIGHT: 5.00
- **C** = PANEL DIMENSIONS
- **D** = 3/4 CONDUIT BY OTHERS
- **E** = FLOOR LOOP CONDUIT BY OTHERS

**PANEL OPTIONS**

- **1/4" THICK 1-PLY SBR RUBBER - BLACK**

**ELECTRICAL OPTIONS**

- 460v - 3ph
- *575v - 3ph ($)
- 480v OPEN DELTA, UNGROUNDED ($)
- 1230v/208v - 3ph ($)
- *(208–230 OR 575V OPTION INCLUDE NEMA 4 METAL ENCLOSURE WITH 208–230 TO 460 OR 575 TO 460 TRANSFORMER) *

**STANDARD FEATURES**

1. WIRELESS BOTTOM BAR (NO COIL CORD)
2. SEMI-SELF REPAIRING BREAKAWAY BOTTOM BAR WITH ELECTRIC SAFETY REVERSING EDGE.
3. TWO (2) SETS PATHWATCH LED LIGHTS.
4. NO SPRINGS RE20.
5. 460V STANDARD, 208–230 & 575 REQUIRE TRANSFORMER OPTION.

**UPGRADE OPTIONS**

- SLANT HOOD (EXTRA HEAD ROOM) ($)
- RIGHT HAND DRIVE (OPPOSITE OF SHOWN)
- SAFETY: EDG-KITEYES(STO) GLARELINE LIGHT CURTAIN($)
- ROTARY DISCONNECT (NOT FUSED) ($) 
- BT4 (BLUETOOTH ACCESS TERMINAL) ($) 
- NIGHT SWITCH FUNCTION:
  - SELECTOR SWITCH ON CONTROL BOX ($) 
- WINDOWS ($) : 60° SPACING 30° SPACING 
- WINDBARS ($) : FRONT REAR (ADDITIONAL CLEARANCE REQUIRED)

**ACTIVATION OPTIONS ($)**

- PUSHBUTTON
- DUAL LOOP CONTROLLER
- PULL CORDS
- RADIO CONTROL RV (INCLUDE MIN 2 XMT)
- MOTION DETECTOR:
  - 1 BTN TRANSMITTER
- PRESENCE DET:
  - 2 BTN TRANSMITTER
- MOTION/ PRESENCE:
  - 4 BTN TRANSMITTER

**OPTION NOTES**

($) = PRICING CHANGE IF NOT INCLUDED IN QUOTE

***PLEASE SPECIFY VOLTAGE***

---
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